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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
The purpose of this note is to give a new continuous selection theorem
which unifies and generalizes some previously known results by Michael 4,
   pp. 367368 , Horvath 3, pp. 348349 , Przeslawski and Rybinski 5, pp.
  270272 , and Zheng 7, pp. 9293 . Although some of the details of the
proof of the theorem are new, the basic ideas are taken from the
above-mentioned papers.
In order to establish our theorem, we first introduce some definitions
and notations.
Throughout this paper we use N and R to denote the natural numbers
and real numbers, respectively.
X Ž .Let X be a topological space. We denote by 2 and F X the families
of all nonempty subsets and of all nonempty finite subsets of X, respec-
 4tively. Let  be a family of some nonempty contractible subsets of XA
Ž .indexed by A F X such that    whenever A A. The pairA A
Ž  4.X,  is called the H-space.A
A nonempty subset D of an H-space is called H-conex, if  D forA
Ž .all A F D .
1 Correspondence address: Department of Mathematics and Information Science, Yantai
University, Yantai 264005, P. R. China.
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Ž .An l.c. locally convex -metric space is an H-space with a metric d such
Ž .that, for any  0, the set S E is H-convex whenever E is H-convex,
Ž .  Ž . 4  where S E  x X : d x, E   and open balls are H-convex 3 .
Let X be a topological space, Y a metric space with metric d, and F:
X 2Y a multivalued mapping. For r R and x X, define
F x  y Y : U O x ,  xU, d y , F x  r 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .r
Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž .and F x  F x : r 0 , where O x denotes a local base of X at0 r
point x.
Ž . If F x  for all r R and x X, then F is called almost lowerr
Ž .  semicontinuous l.s.c. 2 .
Ž .F is said to be locally-uniformly-weakly lower semicontinuous w.l.s.c. , if
Ž .for any x X there exists an open neighborhood U x of x with the
property that for any  0 and any y Y there exists  0 such that for
Ž .any zU x there exists r 0 such that
 S y 	 F z  S F zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .r   
Žfor all  0. Such a mapping has been introduced and called ball-
  .locally-uniformly l.s.c. in the norm case by Przeslawski and Rybinski in 5 .
Ž .PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a topological space, Y, d a metric space, and
F: X 2Y a multialued mapping. If F is lower semicontinuous, then F is
locally-uniformly w.l.s.c.
Ž .Proof. Fix x  X. Take U x  X. For any  0 and y Y, we take0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2. Since F is lower semicontinuous, F x  and F x  F x 
Ž . Ž .for each xU x and for any  0. Take an arbitrary xU x . Then,0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .there exists r 0 such that S y 	 F x . If y S y 	 F x ,r  r 
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..then d y, F x   . Hence, d y, F x 
 d y, F x    . Conse-
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..quently, S y 	 F x  S F x for all  0, which completes ther   
proof.
Remark. The converse is not true, in general, for counterexamples; see
 5 .
2. MAIN RESULTS
Ž  4.THEOREM. Let X be a paracompact topological space, Y,  an l.c.-A
metric space, and F: X 2Y a locally-uniformly-w.l.s.c. multialued map-
Ž .ping with F x closed H-conex complete for all x X. Then F admits a
continuous selection.
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Proof. We first show that for any x  X there exists an open neigh-0
Ž .borhood U x with the property that for any  0, y Y, there exists0
 0 such that
d y , F x  d y , F x  Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 
Ž .for all xU x .0
Fix an arbitrary x  X. Since F is locally-uniformly-w.l.s.c., there exists0
Ž .an open neighborhood U x with the property that for any  0, y Y,0
Ž .there exists  0 such that for any xU x one has0
 S y 	 F x  S 2 2 F xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .r  Ž2 3 . x
for all  0 and some r  R.x
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž 2 2 .Now let us fix xU x and let r  d y, F x   2  3 . It is0 1 
not difficult to verify that
S y 	 F x 	 S y .Ž . Ž . Ž .r  r1 x
Take
y  S y 	 F x 	 S y .Ž . Ž . Ž .r  r1 x
 Ž Ž ..2 2Then, y  S F x for all  0. Therefore,Ž2 3 
y  S 2 2 F 2 2 x .Ž .Ž .Ž2 3 . 	Ž2 3 .
 Ž .2 2Consequently, we can pick y  F x such thatŽ2 3 .
d y, y   22 32 .Ž .ž /
x Ž .Furthermore, we can take y  F x such that1
d y, y x   22 32 .Ž .ž /1
Hence, for each  0, we have
d y x , F x 
 d y x , y  d y, y  d y, F xŽ . Ž .Ž . ž /ž /1  1 ž /
  22 32   22 32   22 32Ž . Ž . Ž .
  22 3 .Ž .
Suppose that for n 1, 2, . . . , k we already have found points y x, y x, . . . , y x1 2 k
such that
1 d y x , y x  2 i1 for i 1, . . . , k 1;Ž . Ž .i i1
2 d y x , F x   2 i1 3 for all  0 and i 1, . . . , k .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i 
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x Ž k2 2 .Since F is locally-uniformly-w.l.s.c for y and  2  3 , there existk
  0 and r  0 such thatk k
 S y x 	 F x  S k2 2 F xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .r k  Ž2 3 . k k
Ž .for all  0. By 2 ,
S k1 y x 	 F x .Ž .Ž .Ž2 3. k  k
Consequently, we can take
y S k1 y x 	 F x 	 S y x .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž2 3. k  r kk k
Then
y S k2 2 F xŽ .Ž .Ž2 3 . 
 Ž .k2 2for all  R . Consequently, there exists y
  F x such thatŽ2 3 .
d y
 , y   2 k2 32 .Ž . Ž .
x Ž .Furthermore, there exists y  F x such thatk1
d y
 , y x   2 k2 32 .Ž .Ž .k1
Therefore, for each  0, we have
d y x , F x 
 d y x , y
  d y
 , y  d y, F xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .k1  k1 
  2 k2 32   2 k2 32   2 k2 32Ž . Ž . Ž .
  2 k2 3Ž .
and
d y x , y x 
 d y x , y  d y, y
  d y
 , y xŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .k k1 k k1

  2 k1 3   2 k1 32   2 k1 32Ž . Ž . Ž .
 2 k1.
 x 4 Ž .Thus we have found a sequence y : nN of F x such thatn
3 d y x , y x  2 n1 for all nNŽ . Ž .n n1
4 d y x , F x   2 n1 3 for all nN and  0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n 
Ž .  x 4 Ž . Ž .By 3 , we observe that y : nN is a Cauchy sequence of F x . As F xn
x Ž .is complete and closed, we can take y  F x such that0
y x y x as n .n 0
x Ž .Now we demonstrate y  F x .0 0
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Ž . Ž x Ž ..By 4 , we have d y , F x  0 for all  0. Then for any l s 00 
Ž x Ž .. Ž .one has d y , F x  0 l s, hence there exists y F x such that0 s s
Ž x . Ž .d y , y  l s. Furthermore, there exists a neighborhood W x of x0
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .such that d y, F x  s for all xW x . Hence, for each xW x ,
we have
d y x , F x  d y x , y  d y, F x  l s s l.Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .0 0
x Ž . x Ž .Consequently, y  F x ; hence, y  F x .0 l 0 0
Since y x y x as n  and, for each nN,n 0
d y x , y x 
 d y x , y x  d y x , y x  d y x , y xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n 1 2 2 3 n1 n
 22  23  2 n 2,
Ž x x.one has d y , y 
 2.0 1
We conclude that
d y , F x 
 d y , y xŽ . Ž .Ž .0 0

 d y , y x  d y x , y xŽ . Ž .1 1 0

 d y , y  d y, y x  d y x , y xŽ .ž / ž /1 1 0

 d y , y  d y, y  d y, y x  d y x , y xŽ .ž / ž / ž /1 1 0
 d y , F x   22 32   22 32Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
  22 32  2Ž .
 d y , F x   .Ž .Ž .
Now we can define the multivalued map F : X 2Y by putting0
x F x .Ž .0
Claim 1. F is lower semicontinuous.0
Ž .Fix arbitrary x X and the open set V such that F x 	 V. Take0
Ž . Ž .y F x 	 V. Then there exists  0 such that S y  V. Take  00 
such that   . By the previous argument, there exists an open neighbor-
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..hood W x of x and  0 such that d y, F x  d y, F x   0 
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all xW x . If   , since y F x , y F x , hence there exists0 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..an open neighborhood G x of x such that G x W x and d y, F z
Ž . Ž .  for all zG x . Hence, for each xG x ,
d y , F x  d y , F x        .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Consequently, S y 	 F z , i.e., V	 F z  for all zG x . If 0 0
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .  , then d y, F x  d y, F x    for all xW x , be-0 
Ž . Ž .cause F x  F x . Similarly, we have that there exists a neighborhood 
Ž . Ž . Ž .G x of x such that V	 F z  for all zG x .0
Claim 2. F admits a continuous selection.
Ž . Ž .Since F x is closed H-convex, it follows that so is F x . Obviously,0
Ž . Ž .F x  F x . To complete the proof, it suffices to show that F admits a0 0
continuous selection.
 4 We shall construct by induction two sequences f : nN and g :n n
4nN of continuous functions from X into Y such that
5 d f x , g x  12 n ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n
6 d f x , f x  12 n  12 n1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n1
and
7 g x  F x .Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 0
Ž . Ž . 4Now let us put V  y, z  Y Y: d y, z  1n for all nN.n
 According to Proposition 1 in 3 , there exists a continuous function f :1
Ž Ž . Ž ..X Y such that d f x , F x  12 for all x X. Therefore, for each1 0
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..x X there exists g x  F x such that d f x , g x  12.1 0 1 1
Suppose that we have already constructed the continuous functions
Ž . Ž . Ž .f , f , . . . , f ; g , g , . . . , g such that we have 5 , 6 , and 7 .1 2 n 1 2 n
n1 Y n1Ž . Ž Ž ..nNow we define F : X 2 by putting F x  S f x 	12 n
Ž . n1F x . Obviously, F is lower semicontinuous. Since Y is l.c.-metric,0
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .n nS f x is H-convex, thus so is S f x 	 F x for all x X.12 n 12 n 0
 According to Proposition 1 of 3 , there exists a continuous function f :n1
Ž Ž . n1Ž .. n1X Y such that d f x , F x  12 for all x X. Therefore,n1
Ž Ž . Ž .. n1 nfor each x  X, we have d f x , f x  12  12 andn1 n
Ž Ž . Ž .. n1 Ž . Ž .d f x , F x  12 . For each x X, there exists g x  F xn1 0 n1 0
Ž Ž . Ž .. n1such that d f x , g x  12 .n1 n1
Ž . Ž .By 5 and 6 , for each x X, we have
d g x , g x 
 d g x , f x  d f x , g xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n1 n n n n1
 12 n  d f x , f x  d f x , g xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n1 n1 n1
 12 n  12 n  12 n1  12 n1  32 n .
Furthermore, for any pN, we have
d g x , g x 
 d g x , g x  d g x , g xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .n np n n1 np1 np
 32 n  32 n1  32 np1 32 n1.
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Ž . Ž .Since F x is complete and closed, by 7 we have that for each x X0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .there exists f x  F x such that g x  f x as n . Since for any0 n
Ž Ž . Ž .. n1 Ž Ž . Ž .. n1pN, d g x , g x  32 , we have d g x , f x 
 32 .n np n
 4 Ž . Hence g : nN uniformly converges to f. By 5 , we have that f :n n
4nN uniformly converges to f. Since f is continuous for each nN, fn
is continuous. This completes the proof.
 Recently, Wu and Li 6 introduced a new concept called ‘‘quasi-lower
semicontinuous’’ which is weaker than lower semicontinuous. Now we show
that in our theorem the condition that F is locally-uniform-w.l.s.c cannot
be replaced with the condition that F is quasi-lower semicontinuous.
  Ž .DEFINITION 6 . Let X be a topological space and Y, d a metric space
with the metric d. A multivalued mapping T : X 2Y is called quasi-lower
Ž .semicontinuous, if for every x X,  0, there exist a point y T x
Ž . Ž . Ž .and a neighborhood U x of x such that T z 	 S y  for all z
Ž .U x .
Ž .PROPOSITION 2. Let X be a topological space, Y, d a metric space with
the metric d, and F: X 2Y a multialued mapping. Then F is quasi-lower
semicontinuous if and only if it is almost lower semicontinuous.
Ž .Proof. Necessary Fix arbitrary x X and  0. Since F is quasi-
Ž . Ž . Ž .lower semicontinuous, there exist U x and y T x such that T z 	
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .S y  for all zU x . Consequently, d y, T z   for zU x ,
Ž . Ž .hence y F x ; i.e., F x . 
Ž .Sufficiency Fix arbitrary x X and  0. Since F is almost lower
Ž . Ž .semicontinuous, F x . Pick y F x . Then there exists a2 2
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .neighborhood U x of x such that d y, F z  2, for all zU x .
Ž Ž .. Ž .Note that d y, F x  2. Hence, there exists a y F x such that
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..d y, y  2. Consequently, d y, F z 
 d y, y  d y, F z  2
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2  for all zU x . We conclude that S y 	 F z  for all
Ž .zU x .
Ž .PROPOSITION 3. Let X be a topological space and Y, d a metric space
with the metric d. If multialued mapping F: X 2Y is locally-uniformly-
w.l.s.c., then F is almost lower semicontinuous.
Proof. Fix arbitrary x X and  0. Pick y Y. Since F is locally-
Ž . Ž .uniformly-w.l.s.c., there exists  0 such that  S y 	 F x r 
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .S F x for some r R. We show that S F x  F x , which2 2 2 2 
 Ž Ž .. Ž .completes the proof. If y  S F x , then there exists y
  F x2 2 2
Ž . Ž .such that d y, y
  2. Furthermore, there exists a neighborhood U x
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..of x such that S y
 	 F z  for all zU x ; i.e., d y
, F z 2
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..2 for all zU x . Consequently, d y, F z 
 d y, y
  d y
, F z
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Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 2  for all zU x . Hence, S y 	 F z  for all
Ž . Ž .zU x . Consequently, y F x .
The converse of Proposition 3 is not true in general. For a counterexam-
 ple see 5 .
 Example 1 in 1 shows that there exists a convex closed-valued almost-
lower-semicontinuous multivalued mapping from paracompact space into
Banach space which has no continuous selection. Therefore, according to
Proposition 2, in our theorem the condition that F is locally-uniform-w.l.s.c
cannot be replaced with the condition that F is quasi-lower semicontinu-
ous.
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